A bad attack of inflammatory rheumatism, which settled in the joints and threatened to become chronic, was the occasion for much well-intentioned and gratuitous advice being showered on the sufferer. For instance, attention was besought to St. Jacob's Oil, Elliman Inside, the accommodation is good, each bath having two dressing-rooms, as at Buxton, thus diminishing for the bathers the tedium of waiting. The baths themselves are made of wood, the action of the water quickly wearing away stone, tiles, or enamel. Our sufferer disrobed in a dressing-room, in which was a comfortable little couch, and after shuffling, with the aid of the attendant, the few necessary steps to gain the bath, was deposited in a mixture of hot salt water and pure cold brine at a temperature of 98 deg. Fahr,, and was immediately seized by an irresistible desire to turn on nis face heels upwards, the brine being more buoyant than any sea water round the coast of England ; but he was soon righted, and by the aid of a wooden bar fixed across the bath shortly learned to float face upwards, and so enjoyed the soothing sensation caused by the hot liquid in which he was immersed.
Here he remained twenty minutes (timed by an hour glass) during which the attendant came in frequently to see if all were right, to keep up the heat of the water, and to use the flesh brush if desired.
At the expiration of the twenty minutes the bather rang a bell, the rope of which was in close proximity, and the attendant brought two large hot Turkish sheets, wherewith the patient was enveloped to prevent a chill on emerging from the extreme heat of the water, and was speedily deposited on the couch in his dressing-room, there to remain a quarter of an hour, perspiring copiously if possible, as it carries off the acidity from the blood ; then, cooling gently, he dressed and returned to his apartments. This treatment was adhered to daily for several weeks, with the effect of ameliorating the complaint, but causing much feebleness and exhaustion. In consequence of this our sufferer then removed to Malvern, where the pure bright air and cheerful surroundings of that lovely spot completed the cure, thus confirming the general experience that the full benefit of the treatment is not realised during the course itself.
The convalescent learns that this year, 1888, the inhabitants of Droitwich have apparently awoke to the desirability of making their town more attractive and wider known. Paint and whitewash have been liberally used, and advertisements of the New St. Andrew's Baths appear at many railway stations.
By these exertions it is hoped that this quaint little health resort will soon be fully and deservedly appreciated.
